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ABSTRACT
This paper questions a fundamental assumption by a modern operating system (OS): it must run in the same computer it manages. We show that for many desirable OS functions, embedded systems often do not have the necessary resources. By carefully offloading some OS functions to another more resourceful computer, e.g., the cloud, one not only immediately overcomes the local resource limits but also opens the door for interesting optimizations because the remote computer becomes an advantageous point of aggregation and coordination. We discuss the challenges to offloading OS functions and their potential solutions. We also share some preliminary results of offloading system initialization logic and dynamic memory management from a microcontroller-based embedded system.

1 INTRODUCTION
An OS manages the resources of a computer. It is assumed that the OS runs on the same computer as it manages. This paper questions that assumption and makes a case for offloading (at least some) OS functions to another computer, e.g., the cloud.

We reached this position through our experience of porting an experimental OS called Theseus to microcontroller-based embedded systems (§2). Theseus [5] can recover from transient faults and update itself without rebooting, which makes it ideal for mission-critical embedded systems. To achieve this, Theseus consists of a large number of modules (called cells) that are loaded and linked at runtime. Cells, implemented as Rust crates, interact with each other via clearly defined, runtime-persistent boundaries. As a result, Theseus must maintain information about its numerous cells. The bookkeeping data, while negligible on 64-bit machines, becomes prohibitive for microcontroller-based embedded systems.

Our epiphany toward overcoming this problem was that the bookkeeping data is updated and used infrequently, i.e., when a cell is first used or reloaded for fault tolerance or live evolution. As a result, such data, along with the logic that manages it, does not have to reside in the embedded system. With reliable network connectivity, a remote, more capable computer can perfectly bookkeep cells and run the logic for fault recovery and live evolution. Extrapolating from this experience, we posit that many other OS functions could also run in a remote computer and as a result, overcome the resource limitation of the managed computer and create new opportunities of optimization (§2.1).

This paper elaborates this position by discussing the challenges toward offloading OS functions (§3) as well as design solutions for them (§4). We present preliminary results from prototype embedded systems that offload system initialization logic and dynamic memory management as two example OS functions (§5). We discuss prior work that provides either inspirations or solutions for offloading OS functions in §6.

2 WHY OFFLOADING OS FUNCTIONS
Theseus is an OS written in Rust aiming for resilience against kernel panics and hardware transient faults, and it also supports live evolution of all kernel subsystems without requiring a reboot, all using the same set of mechanisms. These properties make Theseus particularly attractive for mission-critical embedded systems where robustness, resilience, and ease of update are highly valued. Because ARM Cortex M-based microcontrollers are popular with such embedded systems, we started porting Theseus from x86_64 to such microcontrollers but quickly encountered an insurmountable obstacle as the system ran out of memory (SRAM) and storage (FLASH).

Runtime Linking. For fault recovery and live evolution, Theseus maintains boundaries between cells, by linking the cells at runtime. However, the binary must contain substantial additional data (>50%) to facilitate linking at runtime, which is only consulted during linking operations. Specifically, all object files in Theseus must keep additional sections for runtime relocation, including the symbol and relocation table, i.e., the .symtab, .strtab, and .rela.* sections. As shown in Table 1, these sections account for more than 50% of the binary size, yet are consulted only while linking. Theseus does not employ position-independent code (PIC) but performs absolute relocation at runtime; as a result, it eschews dynamic symbol sections .dynsym and dynamic relocation section .rel.dyn for conventional dynamic linking which is based on PIC. We note that microcontroller-based embedded systems usually do not support runtime linking at all so they suffer from neither overhead.

Moreover, bookkeeping data for runtime linking also occupies significant memory, because Theseus tracks the addresses of loaded object sections, the inter-object dependencies, and their exported global symbols. 58.4% of the .strtab section stores global symbol names, which Theseus maintains in memory. Considering that the memory on microcontrollers is about 10 times smaller than the storage, even though the code and read-only data can be kept in flash, global symbols can occupy the whole memory by itself. Even worse, Theseus employs nested namespaces, providing different visibility to linked objects in each namespace to support live evolution. To ensure efficient retrieval of global symbols, Theseus incorporates a hash table into each namespace, leading to multiple copies of public symbol names thus significant memory consumption.
Table 1: Relative sizes of sections of Theseus. We note those of the Linux kernel are very different because the Linux kernel is statically linked and does not support fault recovery and live evolution as Theseus does.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section name</th>
<th>Size percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.text</td>
<td>34.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.data</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.rodata</td>
<td>6.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.symtab</td>
<td>5.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.strtab</td>
<td>17.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.rela.*</td>
<td>26.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.eh_frame</td>
<td>7.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.gcc_except_table</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Error Handling.** Theseus, like most OSES, includes extensive error handling paths in the code for robustness, which are rarely executed. Unlike most OSES, Theseus handles kernel panics through unwinding the stack, which requires extra sections in the object files called .eh_frame and .gcc_except_table. The former is the unwinding table used to recover callee-saved registers while back-tracing each function. The latter contains pointers to landing pads that are the code to invoke object destructors during unwinding. These sections are only consulted when there is a panic, but account for more than 8% of the binary size. The rarely executed portion of .text plus the two sections for unwinding can account for 35% of the binary size.

**Dynamic Memory Management.** Theseus employs a single heap for system-wide dynamic memory allocation. Memory allocated from the heap almost always incurs a bookkeeping overhead. Most heap implementations include a header in each memory chunk, which records the chunk size and possibly other data to facilitate fast free chunk lookup or merging. Because the memory allocation typically requires 4-byte alignment, the header will be at least 4-byte each. For a typical allocation size of around 36 bytes on microcontrollers, the 4-byte overhead can lead to 10% memory waste.

### 2.1 Benefits of Offloading OS functions

Our experience described above compels us to reach the idea of offloading because both the resource constraints of embedded systems and the resource usage by Theseus’ fault recovery and live evolution mechanisms appear to be fundamental. Offloading appears to be particularly suitable for solving the challenges we encountered because much of the bookkeeping data and error handling logic is only needed occasionally, e.g., when a new task is created, a fault is detected, or a new kernel update is applied.

Extrapolating from the case of porting Theseus, we posit that many other OS functions could also run on a remote computer. Once we have reached the idea of offloading OS functions, we realize there are other benefits, beyond overcoming the resource constraints of the managed computer.

**Central Aggregation & Coordination.** When multiple computers offload OS functions to the same remote computer, the remote computer conveniently becomes a central point for aggregation and coordination, which enables otherwise impossible optimizations. For example, when Wi-Fi access points are in a dense deployment, locally selected channels are usually sub-optimal [8]. If all access points offload their channel selection function, usually part of the radio driver, to the same remote computer (or cloud), the latter can easily find the globally optimal channel assignment.

**Seamless OS Function Evolution.** Updating an OS function is known to be tricky and often requires rebooting. This, unfortunately, creates a tension between updating the OS, to make new features available or to fix a newly discovered vulnerability, and disrupting the operation (and usability). In practice, this means many OS updates are not applied timely. Offloading would make it possible to deploy an OS update in a way transparent to the users of the managed computer.

**Better Security.** Embedded systems, such as IoT devices, are notorious for their lack of security, partly because each of them has to defend against all the vulnerabilities associated with its OS and there are a large number of them out there. By offloading OS functions to the cloud, one reduces the OS code inside an embedded system, reducing its attack surface and shifting the responsibility of defense to the cloud. Furthermore, there has been a growing interest [6, 14, 30, 31] in mediating how the OS accesses user data, not trusting the OS at all. Recent work [20] has demonstrated that even the Linux kernel can properly function without unmediated access to local resources. By relocating the OS to an external machine, local software can oversee and regulate all operations from the remote OS, effectively preserving user privacy and even rendering side-channel attacks infeasible.

### 3 CHALLENGES

Offloading OS functions splits local software into a distributed system and as a result, subjects the OS itself to the challenges known to distributed systems, including existing application logic offloading work (See §6). We next elaborate on these challenges in the context of OS functions.

**Latency.** The obvious first challenge is the latency introduced by offloading. While a local OS function is available via a function call (or syscall), an offloaded OS function will add the latency from the network stack (on both ends of the network) and the network itself. That is, it suffers from the latency of a remote procedure call (RPC), i.e., 1s to 100s of milliseconds, instead of that of a function/system call, i.e., 10s to 1000s of nanoseconds.

Existing techniques to hide network latency may not be directly applicable in the case of OS function offloading. Batching or pipelining would be infeasible if operations depend on each other, like when a driver manipulates hardware registers. Executing OS functions speculatively is also not realistic since identifying application patterns and supporting OS operation roll-back can greatly increase system complexity. Caching, however, remains an applicable technique, which we discuss further in §4.

We argue that the challenge of network latency also may not be as bad as it initially appears. First of all, with the wide deployment of 5G mobile networks and their much improved wireless link latency (a few milliseconds) and potential deployment of edge data...
centers, the network latency to access an OS function in an edge data center will be within 10 milliseconds. Second, performance loss due to offloading may be acceptable, especially for OS functions that are not invoked frequently or in the critical path, such as fault recovery and live evolution logic. We also note that for many resource-constrained embedded systems, absolute performance is usually less important than predictability. Finally, we can tap the rich literature that deals with the overhead of syscalls, e.g., [29], and that of RPCs, e.g., [16, 27].

**Disconnection.** Worse than network latency, offloading also subjects OS functions to potential disconnection. This is particularly true for mobile and embedded systems that often rely on wireless networks. Disconnection may result in a system-wide stall in the case of OS function offloading, in contrast to affecting a single application when it relies on offloaded logic. Again, we note that 5G mobile networks promise much wider and more reliable coverage. Ironically, because many mobile and IoT services rely on their cloud end, they would become useless when disconnected, regardless of whether an OS function is available or not. On the other hand, drawing inspiration from disconnected operation from the Coda file system [17], one can cache OS function results locally to cope with intermittent disconnections, an idea we will explore further in §4.2.

**Development.** An OS function does not work in isolation: it interacts with other OS functions via function interfaces and global data structures. Offloading it invites the same set of considerations faced by offloading application logic. Ideally, the boundary of the offloaded function should be narrow and its interface with the rest of the OS well-defined. Related, the remote computer is likely to use a different CPU architecture and a different OS. One cannot simply take the OS code and expect it to run on the remote computer. In §4.1, we will discuss how virtualization technologies can be used to ease this challenge.

**Trust.** Offloading OS functions demands a secure and authenticated connection between the local and remote computers. An insecure connection invites the attacker to gain privileged access to the local computer. Similarly, sensitive information may be leaked if the attacker pretends to be either party. Mutual transport layer security (mTLS), championed by recent research [24, 28], stands out as a promising solution, ensuring bidirectional authentication and secure connection. Additionally, a low-cost hardware root of trust [10] is necessary for preventing credential forgery.

## 4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

We next visit major design issues concerned with OS function offloading, especially in the context of the challenges identified above.

### 4.1 Enabling Technologies & Mechanisms

We visualize the possibilities of OS function offloading as a continuum depicted in Figure 1. At the left extreme is the conventional OS design in which all functions remain local. At the right extreme is a completely disembodied OS, wherein most of the OS functions run on the remote computer. Between these two extremes, design points exist where different subsets of OS functions may be offloaded, depending on the application and deployment context. As more OS functions are offloaded, the dependency on the network intensifies, and system complexity increases. We next discuss technologies to possibly address these challenges.

**Persistent Network Connectivity.** The managed computer requires constant network access to a remote computer for OS functions. This can be achieved by incorporating network support into the managed computer’s boot/reset handling logic, typically located in non-volatile memory, e.g., Flash in microcontrollers. In Theseus [5], this includes the nano core, a small module that is loaded upon reset/boot and is responsible for loading other modules.

**Network-based Privileged Access.** OS functions often require privileged access to the managed computer. As a result, the remote computer running an offloaded OS function must have such privileged access over the network. This access can be supported with privileged local logic, or with hardware support to potentially bypass the local CPU for efficiency. For example, in ARM microcontrollers, the debug port interface provides direct access to SRAM and memory-mapped peripherals without engaging the local CPU, which is actually used by ARM semihosting [3]. For more powerful computers, remote direct memory access (RDMA) and compute express link (CXL) similarly allow remote memory access without engaging the local CPU. We note such network-based privileged access is more fine-grained than what is afforded by technologies such as over-the-air (OTA) updates and network boot, which allow the entire OS image to be replaced.

**Virtualization.** Virtualization technologies can address the development challenge discussed in §3. First of all, the remote computer can employ a virtual machine to provide an identical system environment as the managed computer. One step further, the remote computer can maintain a digital twin [22] of the managed computer so that the transplanted OS function can run as if it were inside the managed computer. Moreover, research in OS-level virtualization [18] has discovered opportune boundaries inside mainstream OSes that can be exploited to decouple OS functions. For example, the device file boundary has been shown to be effective in decoupling device drivers from the rest of the OS [1, 2].

![Figure 1: A continuum of OS function offloading between two extremes: (left) completely local OS and (right) completely remote OS. When an OS function is offloaded, we say it is disembodied.](image)

### 4.2 Useful Principles

We next consider several well-known design principles for determining what OS functions to offload and for optimizing their performance once offloaded.
Separation of Data vs. Control Planes. The data plane is where frequent, performance-sensitive actions take place, often in a distributed, uncoordinated manner, while the control plane is where infrequent operations happen, often in a logically central place. While this principle is widely practiced in software-defined networks, it has been adopted by the software systems community. For example, in Arrakis [25], the OS itself is considered part of the control plane. By applying this principle to an even finer granularity, one can identify control plane functions in the OS as candidates for offloading. For example, the virtual memory subsystem can be considered as part of the data plane because all memory accesses have to go through it. In contrast, heap management can be considered a part of the control plane because it is invoked when new memory needs to be allocated.

Separation of Knowledge and Logic. The rule of representation [26] suggests to “fold knowledge into data, so program logic can be stupid and robust.” Our experience with Theseus indicates that an OS often contains a lot of knowledge, both static (about the system) and dynamic (about resource usage). Knowledge that is infrequently consulted (along with the logic manipulating it) could be an excellent candidate for offloading. And the performance impact due to offloading can be ameliorated by caching, as discussed below.

Caching. To cope with the network latency and potential disconnection, the managed computer can cache some of the offloaded knowledge, logic, or the output of such logic. For example, as we will show in §5, an embedded system can cache a small number of heap allocations locally to substantially improve the performance when the heap management is offloaded. This caching mechanism introduces an interesting tradeoff between performance and local resource usage and brings new opportunities for optimization. For example, the locally cached data can be updated speculatively by the remote computer without engaging the local CPU, using hardware support for remote direct memory access.

4.3 OS Functions to offload

We next examine several OS functions (subsystems) as candidates for offloading.

Device Drivers. Drivers are known to be a major source of vulnerability and incompatibility. There have been various attempts to ship drivers away from the kernel itself. For example, micro-kernel operating systems “offload” drivers into the user space as processes [15]. LeVasseur et al [19] “offload” a driver into a virtual machine. With these efforts in mind, offloading to a remote computer only appears to be a logical next step and allows the same benefits without the resource taxation on the local computer.

Error Handling. From our experience of porting Theseus to ARM Cortex-M microcontrollers, it is obvious that the bookkeeping data and logic for error handling are excellent candidates for offloading: they consume a lot of resources but are only used infrequently, e.g., when a fault is detected or when a kernel update must be applied.

Heap and Stack Management. Heap management can be offloaded as we will show in §5. With that, it is further profitable to offload stack management. The segmented stack provides an alternative by dynamically allocating stacklets from the heap, providing better memory efficiency than the conventional contiguous stack [21]. Once the heap management is offloaded, it is straightforward to further offload both the logic and bookkeeping data for stacklet allocation, allowing sophisticated solutions to run in the remote computer to achieve higher memory efficiency in the managed computer.

Runtime Linking. The remote computer can manage the mapping between symbol names and their runtime addresses, where symbol and relocation sections in compiled objects are entirely offloaded. The remote computer performs the relocation and sends the linked binary to the local one. If a small modification to the relocation is to be made, the local computer receives directives from the remote one for the adjustment. Most of the time, applications do not require symbol information at runtime. However, in rare instances when it is necessary, the symbol query can be redirected to the remote computer.

5 PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATION

We experiment with a microcontroller-based embedded system to offload two OS functions. The first is system initialization, which is ideal because it is invoked only once per boot cycle and exhibits a higher latency tolerance. Our result highlights the potential of conserving storage through offloading. The second is dynamic memory management, which is substantially more ambitious because it is used frequently and often on the critical path of performance. It, however, allows us to expose challenges when moving rightwards along the offloading continuum depicted by Figure 1. Our findings indicate that caching can effectively counteract network latency.

5.1 System Initialization Code

We experiment with offloading system initialization code with a music player application developed for STM32F4-Discovery board written in C. We connect the board with a laptop PC acting as the server through Bluetooth. The system is shown in Figure 2. Upon boot-up, the board fetches the initialization code on-demand. Given
the transient nature of the initialization code, the board stores the code in the SRAM for execution and subsequently discards it. Other persistent code is stored in the flash and is executed in place.

The board requires preliminary initialization prior to fetching the code. Specifically, the board communicates with the HC-05 Bluetooth module via UART. The module forwards every byte between the Bluetooth radio and the UART lines. Since the HC-05 module retains its configuration across boot cycles, the board’s boot-up procedure need only include the logic to enable the clock for the peripheral bus and to configure the GPIO pins for UART. The board also starts the system clock SysTick during boot-up to allow timing.

Since the UART connection is unreliable, we develop a simple protocol on top of UART to provide a reliable connection. UART transmits individual bytes at the bottom. We group bytes into packets, each bracketed by a header and a footer, as shown in Figure 3. Any byte in between the preamble and postamble that happens to be 0x7e will be escaped by prefixing the escape byte 0x7d. The sender starts or ends a session by sending a start or end packet, respectively. The sender re-transmits a packet upon timeout waiting for the ACK or if the receiver responds with NACK upon incorrect checksum. To prevent the receiver from getting duplicated data, the data packet type alternates between odd and even.

We allow convenient migration to offloading initialization code by compiling two binaries from a unified code base: the local binary to be stored on the board that contains the boot-up logic and the music player application code, and the offloaded binary to be stored on the PC containing the logic to initialize peripherals for the music player. Any function, independent of its final placement in either binary, can be defined in any source file. In practice, the local binary contains functions reachable from main() while the offloaded binary from offloaded_main(). To achieve this, we first compile each function into a separate ELF section using the -ffunction-sections compiler option. Subsequently, we enable the -gc-sections linker option, keeping only the sections reachable from a given entry point into the linked binary. Kept code sections are merged back into a single .text section. The developer willing to offload initialization code needs only call initialization code from offloaded_main(), with other code remaining unchanged. Our framework provides a run_offloaded() function that downloads, runs, and finally discards the offloaded binary.

Our current implementation takes 1024 bytes on the board to store the UART initialization and the reliable transmission protocol logic. This overhead is constant and independent of the application running on the board. As for the music player application, the offloaded binary containing the peripheral initialization logic is 1080-byte large. We expect greater storage savings for more complicated applications. Fetching the offloaded binary takes an average below one second.

Our current implementation has two limitations. First, functions duplicated in the local and offloaded binaries waste SRAM. The offloaded binary of the music player application contains 40 bytes of duplicated functions. Second, similar duplication of static or global variables may introduce runtime error, because modification to a global variable in one binary will not be reflected in the other one. This can be solved by generating a linker script for the offloaded binary that contains symbol addresses of the functions and global variables from the local binary. The script will allow overriding the definitions in the offloaded binary and point them to the one from the local binary.

5.2 Memory Allocator

We next share some preliminary results from our attempt to offload dynamic memory management from STM32F4-Discovery board to a server, as part of our bigger effort to bring Theseus-like fault tolerance and live evolution to embedded systems. We chose to start with heap management because it has a very simple API (malloc/free) and its performance can be easily quantified.

At initialization, the microcontroller reports the memory region to be utilized as the heap to the server, which in turn creates the necessary data structures to manage allocated and free chunks. Software on the microcontroller uses the familiar malloc and free APIs to acquire and release heap memory. A library converts these function calls into remote procedure calls to the management process on the server.

We experiment with the idea of cache (§4.1) and are interested in how it may help cope with network latency and disconnection. For heap management, the cache saves recently freed heap allocations. When local software calls malloc, the cache will be consulted first. Only when no saved allocation can satisfy the request, it will be forwarded to the server. When local software calls free, the allocation will be returned to the allocation cache, which in turn may evict entries by invoking the heap manager on the server. When disconnection happens, malloc can block or return failure if the request cannot be satisfied by the cache; free will be buffered until the connection is re-established.

Using artificial traces, we evaluate the efficacy of the cache in combating network latency, by varying the cache size and injecting network latency. We observe that a small cache can be highly effective in overcoming the performance impact of network latency. Specifically, we find that when the cache size is slightly larger than the average number of active allocations, the impact of network latency becomes negligible. Figure 4 shows the results from one of the settings we have tried. In this setting, the intervals between two consecutive malloc requests follow an exponential distribution with a mean of 100 µs, while the lifetime of allocated chunks follows a uniform distribution between 500 and 1500 µs. The allocation size follows a normal distribution with a mean of 36 bytes and a standard deviation of 8. In this setting, the average number of active allocations is about 10.

Given that the network latency is orders of magnitude greater than the allocation interval, a moderate cache miss rate causes a
Figure 4: Impact on execution time of network latency and cache size. The cache effectively counters the impact of network latency. The effectiveness of cache is highly dependent on its size, while it can almost fully absorb the allocation request with moderate size.

substantial rise in execution time, as seen when the cache size is 8 in Figure 4. Increasing the cache size, however, can significantly decrease execution time. Furthermore, a moderate size of 24 cache entries renders the network latency’s effect on execution time negligible. Note each cache entry consists of two integers, indicating the address and size of the allocation, respectively.

6 RELATED WORK

Microkernel and Library OS. Many have discussed where to place OS functions inside the computer. Microkernel OSes seek to move the OS functions out of the kernel and into the user space. Library OSes argue that OS functions should be implemented by the application itself as a library. While they do not discuss whether or how to move the OS functions outside the managed computer, they show that not all OS functions are equal and some can be placed farther away from others. Our proposal can be considered as a step further logically. More specifically, Chertiton and Duda [7] viewed the kernel execution of OS functions provided by an application as the kernel caches these functions, which, in spirit, is quite similar to the caching mechanism we discussed for offloaded OS functions.

Distributed OS. Offloading OS functions effectively creates a distributed system consisting of the local computer and the cloud where the cloud plays the role of central control. Therefore, it shares some of the challenges facing distributed systems. However, distributed systems usually focus on providing a single abstraction on top of distributed resources.

Computation Offloading and Thin Client. There is a rich literature about offloading computation from a resource-constrained computer to more powerful ones, including cyberforaging [11] and thin client [4, 23]. It focuses on offloading application logic and its programming [9] and OS [12, 13] support. Offloading OS functions can be considered as a special case of it, facing similar challenges of latency, disconnection, and coherence. On the other hand, OS functions often require privileged access and are more performance-sensitive. Because application logic may rely on OS functions, offloading OS functions may create even more opportunities for offloading application logic.
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